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including related transport, should be subject to adequate physical protec-tion measures;
(D) mutually satisfactory notification and material reporting procedures shouldbe in place between the parties;
(E) a description of the current and planned nuclear energy programme includ-ing in particular a detailed description of the policy, legal and regulatoryelements relevant to reprocessing and plutonium storage and use should beprovided by the party envisaging such activities;
(F) the parties should agree to periodic and timely consultations at which, interalia, the information provided under guideline (E) would be updated andsignificant changes in the nuclear energy programme would receive thefullest possible consideration;

(G) the reprocessing and plutonium storage should only take place when theinformation provided on the nuclear energy programme of the party inquestion has been received, when the undertakings, arrangements and otherinformation called for by the guidelines are in place or have been receivedand when the parties have agreed that the reprocessing and plutonium stor-age are an integral part of the described nuclear energy programme; whereit is proposed to carry out reprocessing or storage of plutonium when theseconditions are not met, the operation should take place only when the par-ties have so agreed after consultation, which should take place promptly toconsider any such proposal;
(H) the reprocessing and plutonium storage envisaged should only take place solong as the commitment of the party in question to non-proliferation doesnot change and so long as the commitment to periodic and timely consulta-tions referred to in guideline (F) is honoured.

3. a note that Canada and the Community have agreed that the objectives ofthe above guidelines have been met.
In particular I note that Canada and the Community and its Member States, tothe extent of their respective competences, have made an effective commitment tonon-proliferation and have submitted all relevant material to IAEA safeguards, andto adequate physical protection measures, in paragraphs (c) and (g) of the Exchangeof Letters completed by the letters from Member States' Foreign Ministers toCanadian Ambassadors on physical protection. I also note that the Community hasprovided Canada with the description of the current and planned nuclear energy pro-grammes of the Community and of its Member States and that the notification andmaterial reporting procedures have been settled.

4. Finally C note that these arrangements take into account, inter alia, theresults of INFCE's studies in the relation to the operations in question, as envisagedin paragraph 5 of Annex C to the Exchange of Letters. I note that the parties, inparticular, acknowledge that the separation, storage, transportation and use ofplutonium require particular measures to reduce the risk of nuclear proliferation; are


